
Then lzm stop dyeing hair after 30 days, the white-headed it 
was to grow up, this photo was film at ShaTouJiao of ShenZhen 
city on July. 7, 2002. 

     As a result of the sudden curative effect and not to keep the 
photo of full white-headed that was lzm’s a big regret.  

Science and Technology to develop is the prerequisite conditions of mankind society progress, to esteem intellectual property is the basic values of civilization!  
It is regrettable that my invention of the medicine cures of SARS, Bird Flu and Phthisis etc. to save the SARS crisis of China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Canada etc. 
country.   After 5 years, my inventions are still not recognized by the China Government and PCT country.   This is the present day civilization’s shame! This has led 
our latest invention of a medical treatment of Gene-Reduction to extensive application which is not within the foreseeable future, but, the duty of history to instruct us 
resolution to recommend for sales in want of person.  
        A medical treatment of Gene-Reduction is a proverb a medical treatment of Rejuvenation.  

     In the current society, many only know about cosmetology which could enhance the exterior beauty.  However, this is nothing like rejuvenation and it is only for a 
moment of content and does not improve and extent health.  Since the ancient, follow “The Making Pills of Immortality” of ancient-culture disappear., the Rejuvena-
tion Pills are dreams of people and “fear of old aged and not afraid poor” that was the eternal folk-philosophy!   Many are willing to spend a fortune in doing treat-
ment to enhance their beauties. On the other hand, if there is a chance to extent your life for a few more years, how much will you be willing to spend?  

To value our treatment, you will first need to understand how does the treatment of Gene-Reduction or Rejuvenation works. Our invention is not simply just 
“The Making Pills of Immortality” using the ancient ways, our treatment of Gene-Reduction works on the basis of both the assimilate and physical therapy. 

China is not the only country to fanaticism the elixir of life.   Newton was an expert of “The Make Pills of Immortality” too.   From the 12th century of Chinese 
ancient-culture time, the “The Making Pills of Immortality” was vogue for a short while, but only the Monarch and Generals and Ministers of State who have a 
chance to set foot to “The Making Pills of Immortality” to look for long-lived and Pills of Immortality.   In the history of China, before the Christian era ( B.C. 259-
210), after the Chin Emperor of China Dynasty was to unify six states and dispatch a very important person to put out to sea in search of Deathless-Pills, at before the 
Christian era (B.C.156 -87), the Liu-Che Emperor of China Dynasty is same fever of Deathless-Pills also.   Until the East-Han dynasty (G.C. 25-220), the method of “To 
Make Pills of Immortality” which have gotten develop notably, a famous expert of “To Make Pills of Immortality” his name is Wei Bo-Yang, he had to write book to expound 
the method of “To Make Pills of Immortality”, the book name is《ZhoYi-Shen-TongQi》, the expert of “The Making Pills of Immortality” Tao Hong-Jing of the Tsin 
Dynasty (G.C.265-420) had a book name is《Zhen-Gao》, include the expert of “The Making Pills of Immortality” Sun Si-Miao of the Tang Dynasty (G.C. 618-907) had a 
book name is《Dan-Fang Jue-Yao》etc. which books to take down the chemical medicines altogether overtake Sixty type and touch on many chemical knowledge.  
On the side, under a record of unofficial history, an originator Zhong San-Feng of Wu-Dang denominations was to born on May.15, 1247 and pass away on 1417year 
to have lived total 170 ages.     Why can he enjoy such longevity?     The record is to said him in 67 years had a fortuitous meeting to be acquainted with a prodigy 
Mr. Zheng Liu-Long and to gotten a new method of “The Making Pills of Immortality”.    

     However in Occident, the method of “The Making Pills of Immortality” is generally called the “alchemy”, at the record, Newton of 16 century was an alche-
mist unexpectedly!    Also that is to say, that for long life or Pills of Immortality since ancient to have, but the treatment of Rejuvenation it is never heard of before! 
Also that is to say that the founder of present day science Newton who’s unfinished aspiration it was accomplished and innovated by us!  It is to be regretted that 
even though Zhong San-Feng was able to live till the age of 170 to show the success of “alchemy”, it is anyway above the “To Make Pills of Immortality” or 
“alchemy” that’s fine, because no one of alchemist who could be to kept  a basis of inference proof and lead to fail to be handed down from past generations, there-
fore, unavoidable to negate by the science and technology of present-day!  

The above fact has proven that the progress of mankind civilization is tortuous, but the people to seek the Pills of Immortality is coveted and already is an inal-
ienable fact!   Therefore, this medical treatment of Gene-Reduction will first be passed through fax to every countries consulate in Hong Kong for their the head of 
state to publish on May.08, 2008. (www.ycec.com/lzm/080508.mht)   At before the fact of rejuvenation’s photos, the witness include before the HK Chief 
Executive Dong Jian-Hua and his office and a TV news of phoenix satellite TV of China to quote a USA science expert to response on Jun.26, 2008, he admitted the 
human gene changes that could be with age and food absorption change to mutation, so which indirectly admitted our treatment of Gene-Reduction feasibility! 
           My study began on year 2001. Afterwards, on the Dec.10, 2001, I published in the last a section of a pleader letter to Dong Jian-Hua of former chief executive 
of Hong Kong, and express an great invention to extend the average life-span up to 10years which inference succeed for application and requests to avoid the pester 
by Court’s judge unsuitably. The letter could be to link www.ycec.com/hk-cn-chief/Djh-011210.htm.  So, Dong Jian-Hua who was full believe and reported to Jiang 
Ze-min with his official work at Beijing same time to intercede to stop the directing against order on Dec.19, 2001.  So Dong Jian-Hua’s success that to lead the Zhu 
Rong-ji former premier to praise and admire him that “…fine person not many of world this” at the TV same the day…  

But the good conditions are seldom, after the one week, then Jiang Zemin hinted: “…we are to doing science…”at the TV, so the remove order that was to 
countermand by Jiang Ze-min too.    It come to be known, they are think Dong Jian Hua was fooled because a word of me and can  play the role of “rare good per-
son” just!   In spite of my immortal medicine invent true to extricated the SARS crisis of China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Canada etc. country, but China, Hong Kong 
government who was not only to say a thank, on the contrary, they had to steal national power all-out to obstruct and threaten every country Government to help 
conceal, so whole global village was to make a fool of up to now!   The details could link to www.ycec.net & www.ycec.com.   I must point out at here, the villain of 
conceal medicine invent of save somebody's life same as a war criminal, this is a universal truth and common values, so any one person if who have a hope for bene-
fit from my medical treatment of Gene-Reduction, he or she must to have this common values!  

   This photo taken on Aug.2, 2002, lzm was to 
stop the hair dye after 55days and sixth of haircut, 
those old rinse part it still at here, but the white-
headed of low-oblique which was to turn gray-black.  

 Agent:  

         

 
  http://www.ycec.com   &   http://www.ycec.net 

   

 More photos link to www.ycec.com/lzm.htm and 
touch on the vernier of “What is the price of life?”  

to contact an agent or  us! 
 

Below are the precious witness photos of history, Mr. Dong Jian-Hua and Gov. Office are the sec-
ond eyewitness:                   (Still more details at: www.ycec.com/lzm/080508.mht) 

 

         The photos of left and right are Mr. Lin Zhen Man (lzm) and film for me on July. 7, 2002, the address 
is a dwelling of Heng Chong Company at ShaTouJiao of ShenZhen city of China, I was a staff of Heng 
Chong Company, I hereby witness lzm’s white-headed true turn to the gray-black. 



       Why is it that our original medical treatment of Rejuvenation, a one-of-its-kind in the world did not apply for PCT 
patent again and made public? Why is it that this service is provided to individual who needs it?  This case involves 
galling shame and humiliation in medical treatment history of mankind society:       
   A talking-point after on 15 May 2003, my medicine invention cure for SARS, Bird Flu and Phthisis etc. to save the 
SARS crisis of China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Canada etc. country, my PCT patent number is PCT/SG03/00145, please 
ask your doctor to link to my website at www.ycec.net or www.ycec.com and a report for you to confirm my invent and 
ineffable difficulties.   Nevertheless the international society was to admit obstruct by China Government and to trade 
out the position of Director-General of WHO for before Director of Health in Hong Kong Dr Margaret Chan, therefore, 
Dr Margaret Chan was to be deeply grateful and assist conceal this medicine invents spare no pain same the war crimi-
nal not different from.   So my medicine invents before to obtain international society’s acknowledge and before thanks, 
apology for me and international society by China and Hong Kong Government, my medical treatment of Rejuvenation 

which details of further and invent logic which no comment!   But I welcome a philanthropist of world to consult with me to purchase to bulletin the world to 
benefit from whole mankind society and to have a niche in the temple of fame!     

We must to come back to the subject, the above photo show the medical treatment of Rejuvenation is true and effectiveness.  In general, a early youth has 
white-headed to exist yet, but an old man of 80year full of black or fair-haired abiding have too, besides, in general a person cause who to go the senile time their 
gray-headed or fair-haired disintegrate degree，place and age which are not regularity to say, all this, it only to explain is from the inherit-gene which is a common 
of medicine scope nowadays, but, above the photo true to show my invent could to changed the inherit-gene or have to restore in not alike or promote of the Reju-
venation-effect which build up in a logical reasoning of conscientious and careful, this is medical science of present-day in vacancy as my invent of cure SARS, 
Bird Flu and Phthisis etc.    

My treatment of gene-reduction is a success and I have the picture as evidence, the witnesses not only include before the HK Chief Executive Dong Jian-
Hua and his office, furthermore, before the nation chairman Jiang Ze-Min and Premier Zhu Long-Ji who were for this to know sth. like the palm of one's hand 
merely they are to sneer in those days!  Please look-through www.ycec.com/lzm.htm and link the vernier of “What is the price of life?”  In a word, the medi-
cine science and technology of contemporary it does not to negate our fruitful results of gene-reduction as my invent of cure SARS etc., therefore, our medical 
treatment of Rejuvenation is unprecedented success, other the body function’s gene-reduction and promoted it goes without saying that!        

The treatment of gene-reduction is suiting middle-aged person of those begin step into senescent time, but if the person of exceed 70year who could be the 
gene-chin’s lesion undue it could be lead to the effect of treatment of gene-reduction discount in somewhat, on the side, the not uniform physique and live quality 
too have not uniform Rejuvenation-Effect! 

The treatment of gene-reduction include treatment of assimilate and physiotherapy, supply all the assimilate things not contain any component of Western 
Medicine and not any side effect, so long as our treatment formula, in accordance with our inference, a beneficiary to prolong one's life to 130year it was really not 
out of the question!  
    About the treatment of gene-reduction only serve for volunteer person of believe in our invent, all the treatment formula will according to per-
sonal contract to accomplish, further details to ask our authorize agent of locally or link our website is                                http://www.ycec.com/lzm.htm      

   

(This specification web address is www.ycec.com/lzm/080823.pdf )   
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     Lzm was used a mobile phone to take 
a photo at Oliver C.M.Chan & Co., of 
Hong Kong, the gray-headed of left fore-
head is very within limits and to show the 
gene-reduction treatment is noticeable! 

        Lzm was used JP NVDS25EN- 
   Camera to take a photo at home of 
   Singapore on May.21, 2008. 
         The light reflection is moderate,   

photo was to show the stability of 
Rejuvenation effect was very good!    

      Lzm was used JP NVDS25EN- 
Camera to take a photo at home of 
Singapore on May.15, 2008 
 

     To compare the left photo of Jan. 
31, 2004 it could be to show the 
stability of Rejuvenation effect was 
very good!   
  

      Lzm’s photo taken at home of Singa-
pore on Jan.31, 2004.  The grey hair was 
reduced and desirable! 

    Lzm was used the JP NVDS25EN-
Camera to take a photo at home of 
Singapore on May.20, 2008. 
   The below photo which is glisten 
which not gray-headed is.  

Originality in the world!  

     If to compare the photo of back page 
of July.7, 2002, the efficiency of medi-
cal treatment of Rejuvenation is to be 
there for all to see! 

.a. The curve was shown the grey-
degree of hair of general person is 
to rise progressively.  
b.  The  curve  was  to  show  the 
remarkable curative effect of lzm’s 
gene-reduction  treatment  of  first 
application on 2002year. (To see 
the photograph of back page) 
c. The  curve  shown  the  gene-
reduction treatment it could be flat 
the curve of rise progressively.  

d.   Then improvement  the  prescription  on 
January of 2008, lzm’s grey hair was reduc-
tion quickly.  
e. The section of gene reduction to show lzm 
had to win the youth of space scope. 

 .lzm’s experiment-gene to reduction graph  

 The grey-degree of hair  




